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*Use the hand sanitiser before and after class
*Arrive changed and ready to dance (wherever
possible)
*If you cannot tie your own shoes please arrive
wearing them or put elastics in them
*Bring a bottle of water (no refreshments
available)
*Only bring into class what you need and place it
on your numbered 'home spot'.
*Then go to your numbered 'dance  spot' on the
dance floor - your spot is in the middle of a 2
metre squared box to help you to social distance.
*Limited places in classes to ensure plenty of
room for social distancing (this is a requirement
for classes aged 5+ and will be encouraged in all
classes)
*No Bare feet allowed
*Acro Dancers need to bring their own mat to
class

 

*Drop off and Pick up  handing over to staff  (or
parents may stay in cars for ages 6+)
*Drop off - Gated entrance to the studio itself (next
to the car park)
*Pick up -- from the garden area (enter via the gate
in the carpark)
*During class please wait in your car or the back
garden (or go home and come back for ages 6+)
*Parents are not permitted into the dance studio
or to use the meeting rooms adjacent to the studio
except at the teacher's discretion or with the
principal's permission e.g to support SEN children
(masks must be worn)
*Please maintain social distancing outside the
venue and arrive/depart promptly to avoid mixing
with other groups

*Maximum one adult per child to attend
*Please leave siblings at home where possible
*Smaller class sizes to support social distancing
*Under 5's are not expected to be able to social
distance but they will be encouraged to and the
curriculum will be adapted to support this (e.g no
holding hands in a circle)
 * Parent and Child classes will run as normal
 (you will have your own 2 x 2metre area to try and
stick to as adults should be social distancing)
*Independent classes - please wait in cars/the 
garden area where possible. There is limited
waiting space available inside for children who
need extra support.

School Aged Classes

Cleaning
 and Ventilation

*Regular cleaning of high contact touch points
in all areas (including toilets) between classes
* Windows and doors kept open (weather
permitting) to aid ventilation
*Supply hand sanitizer and encourage good
respiratory hygiene
*Clean or quarantine props after each child has
used them
*Some props such as the tunnel will be out of
action for now
*All staff will complete Covid-19 Infection
control courses and receive staff training on
our new procedures 

Pre-School Classes

New Class Procedures
2m

Masks: Masks are not required or recommended when taking part in exercise. 
However as per government rules adults and children aged 11+ will be required to wear a mask inside the
building except whilst exercising (e.g they can be removed during the actual class for those taking part). 
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